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The Forming of Shared Cognition in Business Ecosystems:
Collective Sensemaking and its Influence on Mental Models
Abstract
Mental models tend to converge within organizations and this hinders cooperation across
organizations. For a business ecosystem to be effective, it is therefore crucial to build shared
cognition between the partnering organizations. Collective sensemaking has been suggested to
play an important role in the forming of shared cognition, but how does collective sensemaking
in business ecosystems come about and what is its influence on mental models? To answer that
question, we follow 96 managers from the Dutch energy sector that engage in group model
building workshops aimed at making sense of the ongoing ‘energy transition’. Mental model
measurements before and after the workshops provide evidence for the resulting change in shared
cognition.
Introduction
Organizations rely for their success more and more on participating in cooperative networks, or
business ecosystems (Moore, 1993). From organizational cognition literature, we know that
effective cooperation depends on shared cognition (Narayanan, Zane, & Kemmerer, 2011;
Mohammed, Ferzandi, & Hamilton, 2010). Organizations vary widely in the cues in the
environment they deem important for developing strategies, as well as in the meaning they
ascribe to these cues (Daft & Weick, 1984; Weick, 1995). How then do organizations within
business ecosystems build a shared frame of reference? Collective sensemaking processes in
various kinds of strategy workshops are suggested to play an important role (Hodgkinson,
Whittington, Johson, & Schwarz, 2006). A tool that seems specifically useful for such a purpose
is ‘group model building’ (Vennix, 1996). In group model building workshops, participants
collaboratively make sense of ongoing issues by identifying the causal relationships that together
provide an endogenous explanation for the perceived trends and developments (Forrester, 1961;
Sterman, 2000).
In this study, we follow 96 managers from of the Dutch energy sector that engage in
group model building workshops aimed at increasing shared cognition. These managers belong to
a business ecosystem that seeks to facilitate the ongoing energy transition: the transition towards
a more sustainable energy system (Kern & Smith, 2008). Following earlier studies on shared
cognition (Hodgkinson, 2002; Markoczy & Goldberg, 1995), we develop a questionnaire to
measure the mental models of the managers. The managers answer the questionnaire both before
and after the workshops, providing us with evidence about the change in shared cognition. Video
recordings of the workshops allow for an analysis of “interpretation and meaning systems, and
the process whereby those systems are altered” (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). Doing so we provide
an explanation of how cognitive processes affect behavior among organizations (Powell, Lovallo,
& Fox, 2011).
Background
Mental Models
Managers have to rely on their simplified understanding of the organization’s environment, or
mental model (Narayanan et al., 2011). This simplification is functional because the environment
is extremely complex and ambiguous (Walsh, 1995), while individuals have limited data
processing capabilities (Simon, 1947). Besides, managers do not need a full understanding of the
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environment to formulate a strategy that is ‘good enough’ (Cyert & March, 1963). Mental models
as such save time and prevent managers to suffer from information overload (Hodgkinson &
Sparrow, 2002). Despite these important functions in strategizing, mental models may become
dysfunctional when these simplifications are no longer accurate (Barr, Stimpert, & Huff, 1992).
Especially after changing circumstances, mental model renewal becomes crucial (Reger &
Palmer, 1996). The relevance of accurate mental models is well described in studies on cognitive
inertia, the phenomenon where managers neglect renewing their mental model even though
circumstances have changed. Several studies showed how mental models remained the same,
even in drastically changing environments, resulting in poor performance (Porac, Thomas, &
Baden-Fuller, 1989; Hodgkinson, 1997; Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000).
Shared Cognition
An important process explaining similarities in mental models is the social influencing process
consisting of both formal and informal communication between managers. Because of this
process, their mental models become more similar over time (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983;
Chattopadhyay, Glick, Miller, & Huber, 1999). This process takes place in teams, organizations,
and industries as a whole (Spender, 1989). Through communication the manager’s mental models
influence each other (Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978), leading to a certain level of shared cognition
(Mohammed, Ferzandi, & Hamilton, 2010). When working together within a business ecosystem,
it is problematic if the mental model of the manager of one organization is different from the
mental model of the manager of the other. How a manager develops a strategy depends on his or
her mental model, and if managers cannot agree about what cues are important and what
importance they have, it is not likely that they can agree on identifying a strategy for the business
ecosystem as a whole. Within team mental model literature, a positive relation between the
sharedness of mental models and team performance is well established in a wide variety of
contexts (Mohammed et al., 2010: p. 891). While this literature studies mental models of teams
working within an organization, we do not expect this relation to be much different for the mental
models of managers from different organizations working together within a business ecosystem.
We do expect however, that for managers from different organizations it is harder to reach
shared cognition than for managers within an organization. Because these managers are from
different organizations that fulfill complementing roles in a business ecosystem, it is likely that
they have different backgrounds, potentially more different than for team members with different
backgrounds within an organization.
Collective Sensemaking
So, how do these managers from different organizations make sure that they find enough
common ground to successfully define a strategy for the ecosystem as a whole? Collective
sensemaking is suggested to play an important role in forming shared cognition (Weick, 1995). In
a process of collective sensemaking, managers discuss which trends are important and what
meaning they should attach to these trends (Weick, 1995). Managers try to ‘sell their issues’, they
try to convince other managers of their interpretation of the environment (Dutton & Ashford,
1993; Dutton, Ashford, Wierba, O’Neill, & Hayes, 1997). With visionary storytelling they try to
impose their interpretation in a process of sensegiving (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). Managers
work on building their identity to give legitimacy to this process of sensegiving (Patriotta &
Spedale, 2009). This study explores a process of collective sensemaking in a business ecosystem
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and identifies the role of patterns in collective sensemaking in the change of mental models and
the resulting shared cognition.
Method
Case description: The Dutch energy transition
In this study, we follow a business ecosystem in the Dutch energy sector. This sector is
experiencing turbulent times. The fossil industry is well presented in the Netherlands (Kern &
Smith, 2008). There is a large natural gas industry in which both private and public parties profit
from exploiting the largest gas reservoir in Europe (Verbong & Geels, 2007). Besides, the
international fossil industry has a considerable representation in the Netherlands with the
headquarters of the Anglo-Dutch multinational oil and gas company Royal Dutch Shell (Kemp,
Rotmans, & Loorbach, 2007). Following European regulation, the Dutch government recently set
new goals for energy conservation and renewable energy production as a part of its 2012
coalition agreement (Cabinet Rutte-Asscher, 2012). The goals imply considerable changes, with a
goal for renewable energy production of 16% in 2020, compared to 4,7% in 2013 (PBL, 2012).
Moreover, the shift towards renewable energy production conflicts with the current interests of
the fossil industry (Kemp, Rotmans, & Loorbach, 2007). The term energy transition has been
used to indicate the required ‘structural change towards a sustainable energy system’ (Kemp,
2010).
In this study we follow a business ecosystem around one of the organizations that strives
to play a leading role in facilitating the Dutch energy transition, the distribution system operator
Alliander. In its recent annual report, they state that “Alliander wants to facilitate the transition to
a more sustainable energy system” (Alliander, 2012). However, “while the contours of the future
energy system are already visible, the exact shape of things to come is still unknown” (Alliander,
2012). Therefore, “by working closely with customers, partners and government agencies, [they]
are trying to anticipate trends and developments, wherever possible, in a responsible manner”
(Alliander, 2012). We follow how Alliander and its partners, together forming a business
ecosystem, engage in group model building workshops to support the forming of a shared
understanding of trends and developments.
Group model building workshops
In this study we use group model building workshops to facilitate collective sensemaking. Group
model building workshops consist of collaboratively drawing causal maps. Numerous studies
show how mental model renewal may be aided with causal mapping, the drawing of cause-effect
relations between variables (Axelrod, 1976; Eden & Ackermann, 1998; Huff, 1990; Markoczy &
Goldberg, 1995; Narayanan & Fahey, 1990; Nicolini, 1999). The mere act of drawing causal
relations has been shown to reduce reliance on existing frames, because it requires the manager to
reflect on his or her patterns of thought (Hodgkinson, Bown, Maule, Glaister, & Pearman, 1999).
Causal mapping in group model building workshops is supported by facilitators that help
participants in following the procedures (Andersen & Richardson, 1997; Rouwette, Korzilius,
Vennix, & Jacobs, 2011; Rouwette, Vennix, & Mullekom, 2002; Vennix, 1996, 1999). The
modeling process allows participants to persuade each other on what cues to attend to, and what
meaning to attach to these cues (Rouwette et al., 2011). The model that the participants build
takes the form of a causal loop diagram: a diagram showing the relevant variables and the causal
relations that link them (Vennix, 1996). Group model building workshops as such act as a
catalyst for collective sensemaking (Daft & Weick, 1984; Weick, 1995).
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In a timeframe of two months we organized eight group model building workshops. On the one
hand we wanted to make sure that the workshops were small enough to provide enough
opportunity for interaction, since it is this interaction that might lead to managers convincing
each other of what cues to attend and what meaning to attach to them. On the other hand we
wanted enough managers in our workshops to be able to infer conclusions. Therefore, we
organized eight workshops for small groups of managers. The workshops had exactly the same
design, the only difference being the participants that attended the workshops. The number of
participants per workshop varied from eight to fifteen, with a total of 96 participants over all
eight workshops. In each workshop two facilitators with expertise in the procedure of
collaboratively drawing maps helped the groups with drawing them. The workshops took about
five hours each.
Measure: shared cognition
To measure shared cognition, we measured mental models of all 96 participants both before and
after they engaged in the group model building workshops. To measure the mental models, we
adapted the method as put forward by Markoczy and Goldberg (1995) and by Hodgkinson
(2002). First, we analyzed 162 articles in 5 large Dutch newspapers that mentioned the energy
transition between 2003 and 2013. This analysis, based on the procedures as put forward in
grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), resulted in the finding of 47 means and ends related to
the energy transition mentioned in the newspaper articles. For each of these 47 constructs, we ask
the managers participating in our study how important that construct is to them in the energy
transition. The answers to these 47 questions together form what we consider as their mental
model of the energy transition. Then, following Knight et al. (1999), we measure shared
cognition by summing up, for each workshop separately, the standard deviations of the answers
on each of the 47 constructs. This provides us with a measure of dissensus, the higher the
number, the more disagreement there is on the importance of aspects in the energy transition.
Preliminary results
Each of the eight group model building workshops resulted in a model, in the form of a causal
loop diagram of what the managers participating in the workshop saw as a description of the
energy system that explains the development of the energy transition. Figure 1 provides an
illustration of what such a model looks like. The model in Figure 1 is an integration of the eight
individual models that resulted from the workshops.
Table 1 shows the shared cognition before and after the workshops, based on 86 out of the
96 managers that filled out a complete pre and post questionnaire. Moreover, a student t-test is
used to see whether the shared cognition is significantly higher after the workshops, compared to
before. While all of the eight workshops show an increase in shared cognition, six of the eight
workshops result in a significant increase.
Video recordings of the eight workshops allow for analysis of the process of collective
sensemaking. Several patterns emerge in this analysis. Some parts of the workshops are
characterized by one manager trying to ‘sell’ his interpretation to the others with ‘visionary
storytelling’. Other parts are characterized by several managers opposing each other’s
interpretation by presenting conflicting stories. Preliminary analysis of the recordings suggests
that these conflicts have an important role in building shared cognition, more important than
‘explanations’ and ‘envisioning’.
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Figure 1: Aggregated model illustrating the results of eight group model building workshops
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Table 1: Increased shared cognition after participating in a group model building workshop
Workshop
Participants
Dissensus pre
Dissensus post
Increase in shared cognition
1
10
49,5
42,8
6,7***
2
9
55,7
48,0
7,7**
3
10
54,3
46,2
8,0***
4
9
49,2
46,0
3,2
5
14
55,5
52,3
3,2*
6
12
50,8
49,7
1,0
7
8
57,6
54,0
3,7*
8
14
56,0
52,1
3,9*
* p < .05 , ** p < .01, *** p < .001

Discussion
The results of this study are relevant for both the business ecosystem literature and the
managerial and organizational cognition literature. We know that effective cooperation depends
on shared cognition (Narayanan, Zane, & Kemmerer, 2011; Mohammed, Ferzandi, & Hamilton,
2010). Building shared cognition may be a substantial challenge, especially in business
ecosystems with managers from organizations with widely varying backgrounds. This study
shows an example of how cognitive aspects influence the effectiveness of business ecosystem.
Managers may be persistent in how they understand their environment, they are prone to
cognitive inertia. Effective coordination requires that managers build a shared understanding of
their environment, which makes it unavoidable that at least some of the managers adapt their
mental model. This study shows under what conditions managers build shared cognition, and
what this process looks like.
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